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About This Content

Purchase this DLC pack to gain access to the premium Jason Skin: Retro Jason plus his special weapon!

MORE ABOUT FRIDAY THE 13th: KILLER PUZZLE…

Help legendary horror icon Jason Voorhees stalk and slay campers across 100+ puzzle levels in a hilariously off kilter puzzle
game. From the campgrounds of Crystal Lake to the highrises of Manhattan, from supermax prisons to space stations, Jason will

terrorize victims across the world... and beyond!

Friday the 13th: Killer Puzzle is developed by the makers of cult hit SLAYAWAY CAMP (5/5 -Rue Morgue, Touch Arcade,
Gamezebo... “The most ridiculously, absurdly, insanely over the top violent game I’ve ever seen.” -Dread Central).

Key Features:

 8 gut-wrenching “episodes” for over 100 free-to-play puzzle levels!

 See Jason like never before: Supermax Jason, Frozen Jason, Apocalypse Jason & More!!!

 Traps! Cops! SWAT teams! Land mines! Rotary telephones! Teleporters! Cats!

 Choose ‘R’ mode for dozens of gruesome Kill Scenes, or ‘PG’ for an almost family-friendly puzzle experience
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 Level up and unlock tons of horrifying murder weapons.

 Trade in your rusty and unwanted weapons for shiny elite ones!

 Daily Death challenge offers a new puzzle each day!
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Title: Friday the 13th: Killer Puzzle - Retro Jason
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Blue Wizard Digital
Publisher:
Blue Wizard Digital
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i (i3, i5, i7) Level CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Any on-board sound should work.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish
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friday the 13th killer puzzle retro jason

This game COULD be wonderful. The stories are interesting, and the "change of background" is nice.

BUT...

It is interrupted with stupid mini games. Not "stupid" like in a Wario Ware. Stupid like free to play flash game.
Like others did mention, it is so boring, that a replay to see different endings is more pain than fun.
So I will wait like others for one hero, that puts the story online, without the mini games, and just the developement of
characters.

Also I did read it is 2 - 3 times more expensive than the mobile version of the game (what explains a lot why it is so "flat").
Fitting for a mobile, but not for PC... :(. Very cool, was blown away by the detail and resolution of the birth of venus painting.
Still in its infancy, but if they could make this like wiki-vr museum one day with fine art from around the world it would be
amazing. Nice job.
. If you used to play games like Elsword or DFO, you will definitely get addicted to this game, like me.. The cutscenes are
interesting to watch, besides that...another fps that i should not bought it!. tl;dr- Not the best Pixel Puzzles 2 game, but if you are
a fan of any of the others then you will likley enjoy this one.

I need more Pixel Puzzles 2! Cant get enough of them. Great puzzles to just relax and unwind for a while.

That is not to say this is the best one they have made, I am not a great fan of the RADical ROACH art work, the music is very
annoying (not that I ever leave the music on when playing any of the Pixel Puzzles 2 games, and most annoying was the options
for the back ground colors made this one realy hard to complete. With most of the puzzles being in dark earth tones for color it
would have nice to select a background that was not in the same shade as 90% of the puzzle pieces. Many times I couldn't find a
place to put some of the last pieces in just because the blank spots of the puzzle blended almost perfectly wiht the back ground.
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30+ minutes of pulse accelerating gameplay. I got this route supplied with the ICE Collection. Its a very well made route with
areas where you can open up the power with these high speed trains. The route comes with a good range of non high speed
trains and a nice selection of included scenarios. A great route worth a look if you are into German trains like I am and I would
suggest getting this with the ICE Collection bundle as it is a good value for money pack.. 73\/4 Needs more levels.. so fun! so
many thing to explore and collect! though the zombies are a little too tough and the fact that there is not much ammo suckes... :/.
Not too bad, but rather hard game.

Video Review Below:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=259104994. Very poor graphics and blurry.. Funny, interesting and very
addicitve game!
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